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SfjTION I: BACKGROUND 

The Anglo.Irish Agreement 

'fi rv-t,;,l ~, )f,v.Jl, ,I 
1. ~ On 15 November 1985, th~ rish MW!: l IEii ted l<tl"l§Sem; Governrner,t,i signed the 

Ang!o~Iri~ Agreement at Hillsborough in Northern Ireland. The Agreement, 

p{ which ha, .taken more thr3n a year of intensive .negotiations to complete, was 

subsequently e1)prnved by the two Parliaments at Dublin ijnd Westminster and 

wac registered with the Unill:ld Nations ln I\Jew York on lU December 1985. 

2. The Agreement r!!presents the joint response of the two Governments to the 

problem of political violenco which has wracked Northern Ireland for 17 years 

and which has threatened the stability of Ireland, North and South. Sine!! 

1969 almost 2,500 people have been killed as a result of political violence, 

while a further 27,000 people have been injured or maim!!d, This human 

tragedy has been deepened by the extensive damage to property through 

bombing and arson which has added to the already serious social and 

economic problems of Northern Ireland and border areas ~ ~ • 

3, The Agr!!ement has the aims of .. 

promoting peace and stability in Northern Ireland; 

helping to reconcile the two major traditions in Ireland; 

creating a new climate of friendship and co .. operation hAt.we.e.n the peopls 

of the two countries; and 

improving co.operation in combating terrorism. 

,, 
4, The two Governments also agreed to co-operate to promote the economic arid 

social developrnent of those areas of both parts of Ireland which have 

suffered most severely from the consequences of the instability of recent 

years, and to consider the possibility of securing international support for this 
II 

work. 

5. The Anglo-Irish Agreement constitutes, therefore, a brave and imaginative 

l 
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• atternpt to tacl<l0 problem:, of consldc,r1;:1uli:, complexity and history. 

The International Response 

6. The !rich and United Ki1"lqclurn Governments hnvP. h111'3n aregt!)1 ancour::igod by 

the extent of the international support for the Agreement. 

7. All the member States of the Community made statements welcoming the 

Agreement, as did the European Parliament, ln a resolution adopted on 11 
Deceri,bar 1985, and the President of the Commission. 

8. In the United States, both President Reagan and the Congress have grl!eted 

the Agreement as a major breakthrough and welcoming statements have been 

made by other countries, including Canada, Australla and Sweden. 

9. In welcoming the Agreement the President of the United States of America 
said on 15 November J985: 

11
1 will be working closely with the Congress in a bipartisan effort to find 

tangible ways for the United States to lend pract ical support to this 
important Agreement", 

10. On 15 December 1985, the US Congress passed a resolution declaring its 
willingness: 

~ 11. 

"to work with the President ln supporting the AngJo .. Irish Agreement 

through approprlate United States asslstance, including econom ic and 

financial support, to promote the economic and soc ial development of 

those areas of QOth p11rt.R nf TrRl,mrl which have cufforod 1Ties~ ee Y6r6ly 

from the consequences of the violence of recent years". 

The USA is presently pursuing the idea of an international fund through which 

such assistance and support might be channelled. 

12. In his statement on behalf of the Commission on 15 November 198.S, President 
Delors said: 

2 
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• 

13. 

"In the past, the institutiona uf the Community - the Commission, the 
Council and the European Parliament - have given concrete expression to 
their concern about the problems of Northern Ireland. The Commission's 
communication to the European Parliament in November 1984 summarised 
the impact of present Community policies and actions. I pledge the 
continued wholehearted support of thC! Commission to the economic and 
social development of Northern Ireland and to effective croso~border co
operation. l thus support the objcmtives underlying the Agreement 
announced today". 

~.-1:~~ At its debate on the Agreement by the European Parliament, a ~n was 
passed, with a majority of 132, which stated that: 

"The European Parliament ..... believes that the Agreement will have all 
the greater chance of success if It is underpinned by a programme of 
economic development which would reduce unemployment and poverty 
which are both a consequence of and a contributing factor to the violence; 

therefore reaffirms its call to the competent Community bodies to 
assume a greater responsibility in the economic and social development of 
Northern Ireland and ther0by give practical expression to the Parliament's 
resolution of March 29, 1964; 

calls elso upon Member States of the European Community to consider 
ways and maans of supporting the British/Irish Agre!!ment". 

111. In a speech il"I IJi,lfa$t u11 10 Fel.Jruary Commissioner f Vartis noted: 

"Any additional, and indoed all existing expendituro in NI must be 
rionrn11sly evalu~ted, credible, justifiable by econo1·1"lic Hrnl l'lo1:ial criteria 
and, most importantly, ftt Into a coherent strategy for the economic and 
social development of the area. The Community respEJnse is and will be 
positive. It will obviously be based on the detailed proposals put forward 
by th0 two Governments. The Commission will be looking, in particular, 
at how Its proposals cen fit in with national measures and with other 
international interventions to ensure that a coherent overall economic 
strategy for recovery Is pursued". 
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I. In his :3tatsment to the European Pc:1rUament on 19 February 1986, President 
Delora said that: 

"At an opportune moment, the Commission wi!l make a proposal to show 

its attachment to the development of peace and to social and economic 
development in Northern Ireland". 

16, This paper outlineo the social, economic and political problems which_ exist in 

Northern Ireland, describes the impact of 17 years of violence, summarises 

the help which the Community has already provided, and suggests how the 

Community might make a further significant contribution, 

4 
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~ Northern Ireland political problem and the casl; of violence 

A divided society 

1. Nl's serious economic and social problems, which are described later, are 
exacerbated by the twir, phenomena of intercommunal disagreement and 
extremist violence which have characterised Its recent history. Northern 
Ireland is a deeply divided society, 

2. A major factor ir, the continuing instability in Northern Ireland is the existence 
of two traditions and two cultures in Ireland, with differing aspirations and 
separate cultural and religious identities. To this extent the divisions in the 
community are a question of ider,tity : one group, the unionists, feel British and 
are intent on keeping the constitutional llnk which preserves them as part of 
the United Kingdom; the other, the nationalists, aspire to participate fully in a 
culture and society which finds political expression in an Irish state. 

are mainly Roman Catholic, and in 

In another re t traditions lsh nationalists the Northern uni s as 
rs in Ireland, clescendants of 1~}~~-~~~~ts who wr sted the soiro'f 

Ulster from it rightful inhabitants. ~y~ feel t ha1 for the past 60 years the 
unionists have retained a privileged position within. Ireland, inhabiting a 
separate state established by Britain without the consent of the majority of the 
island's inhabitants, and depriving the nationalists in Northern Ireland of the ir 
democratic rights. Unionists in contrast feel a con8J;,nt threat to their way of 
life, both extarnally from the neighbouring Ripl.lbl,i.Q. o't\elar:id which. they see 
as laying claim to Northern Ireland~ and int~ ally ~ the nationalist minority 
who wish to have a united all-Ireland Re~ ~s. These basic differences 
enshrine themselves in the politics of Northern Ireland, and although sub
divided within themselves to reflect party differences, the pro-British 
Protestant majority vote for Unionist parties in support of the Union with the 
UK, and the Catholic minority generally vote for pro.Nationalist parties 
advocating a united-Ireland independent of Britain. 
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5. 

The political cleavage along community lines, arising from differir1g perceptions 
of national Identity, tends to overshadow all other matters in many people's 
minds, and means that most issues are interpreted firstly in political terms. 
The general lack of agreement on what are regarded as fundamental matters of 
constitutional arrangements leads to difficulties in trying to harness the 
energies of all Northern Ireland's people in a sustained assault on its social and 
economic problems, 

1o 

The existence of terrorist groups on both sf ~ of the community divide has only 
sharpened communal suspicion and antagonism, and their vicious attacks on the 
social and economic fabric of society have been~ errible extra burden on an 
already hard-pressed region. "" . , 

I~(?~~~ c;._ r~,~ i/ The cost of violence in human terms "f I-:.., ~ 1% 1 ~ 
6. Since 1969, almost 2,500 people have been killed in Northern\ lrelan~ and a 

further 27,000 have been maimed or injured. There have been over ~ ,ooo 
rAr.nrrled separate inoidonta of shont.ino, burnliing and arson. Over the period up 
to 10,000 people have been Imprisoned, including many young people. Tens of 
thousands of people have suffered or are suffering psychological atress because 

/ 
a. 

9, 

of the fear and tenslon generated by murder, bombing, t~rrorist intimidation 
and the impact of security measures. Communal conflict, intimidation and 
terrorist violence in the 1970s . resulted in one of the largest single 
displacements of civilian population in Western Europe in peacetime. In Belfast 
alone, over 60,000 people moved residence for these reasons. 

Nearly every family in Northern Ireland has had a member or a close fr iend who 
has been directly affected in some way by the disturbances of the past 17 years. 

One of the many worrying consequences has been a significant increase in 
outward migration. Between 2,000 and 3,000 young people who leave Northern 
Ireland each year for further education never return, a great loss to the region's 
economy, 

10. While Ireland has not suffernd on the same scale, the serious spill-over of 
violence - bombings, kidnappings, shootings and other crimes involving the use 
of arms, initially by terrorists and later by crimirials generally - has olso led to 
loss of life and injury. Since 1972, 45 people have been killed in terrorist 

2 
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• explosions and 11 members of the security forces have lost their lives to 
terrorist violence. The f'ltJFflbePe in 13risol"I, eanvir;;:tad of terrgrist eff0Aees, hS"S" 
typicallr l:Jeen in the eange 200-250.. O'-{)-Vca;y1- ~1 v;>f b""LtJ -

Economic and Financial Costs 
-~ 

11. 

12. 

The additional. costs tq the exchequers of the Un_i ted Ki Agdom and Ireland as a 
result of the violence include expenditure on the major expansion of the 
security forces and on prisons, costs of security equipment, and compensation 
for deaths, injuries and the very considerable damage to commercial and 
private property caused by t0rrorist bombings. It is estiina~~ ~ ince 1969, 
th~ direct additional financial coats, which _can ~Ja1 tified, have been of 
the order of ~15,00i: ECU. ~f ,..,d'" .d.;.7 ,vo>lv~ ·?J-.1 i:; Me.~::&±$ ,-t,t=--.::-~~~~;11~1 bk- gO~•°jwj=\ ~ 
Moreover, this major diversion of publc sector resources from economically 
and socially productive purposes to combatting violence and paying for its 
consequences has imposed major opportunity costs on the economies of two 
regions, which are among the most disadvantaged and least prosperous ln the 
rnrnrmmay. 

13. Greater difficulty attaches to the quantification of this type of loss and of 
indirect economic costs generally. However, in Northern lrC!land it is clear that 
the violence has destroyed opportunities for productive employment and 
severely depressed investment that could have led to new jobs and more rapid 
economic growth. ~ x I b, ,ti j (SJorfhDl'ii IfelaR'd a+id It elai id, consiam abt& rse; a:-::,::J?"f}x;••~ Y ~ -~ '.1~fi/~' o~J..oAt: ;,,Vl I ~ /,, /11., ,, ~ ~ Jl t.,i,l,,..'1/t · 14. /- 8n·e~~d"ely quoted estimate puts the gross loss of jobs in Northern Ireland over . 
the period 1970-80 at almost 40,000. Another estimate suggest ~a t e 
measure of this loss in 1982 alone might be approxi111ately f M'.J]~.ECU, Levels 
of industrial investment, especially inward investment, have been at a very low 
level in Northern Ireland in recent years. Surveys of potential invostors havo 
cot~f.irmed that the _violence and . its adverse impact on Northern Ireland's image 
are the principal causes of the decline in Investment as compared with earlier 
periods. 

15. The world-wide adverse publicity arising frorn the continuing violence and loss 

D~ . l£ . : I"' ~ ,t/te-
~ ~ ,wlr;e.., ~ ~ ·iw -4 ~W/J f~ ~ l<rll , ~ l / o) 
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• of ·life in Northern Ireland .since 1969 hes proved exlr~mely damaging to the 
tourist industry in both North

0

ern Ireland and Ireland. Efforto to produce a more 
balanced image and to reassure potential holiday-makers about the geographical 

limits of the violence have had some success, but despite these and the 
cubot~ntial decline from peal< levels of violence, the residual 1?ffeet of ll"lteMive 
media coverage of specific incidents or atrocities deters rnany foreigners from 
.travelling ta holiday in either Northern Ireland or Ireland. 

16. 

and Ireland, Within 

the latter, the border areas, which weael.:IJ 
. . -I' 

Northern Ireland and Scotland, suffered, because of their close proximity to 
Northern Ireland, more severely than other areas of Ireland. 

17. In addition to the total direct cost of the violence to the exchequers, it is 
estimated that the cost to the two economies, principally in lost output, was [IR 

' £~ Sm In Ireland end IR £~ 5m in Northern Ireland]. Combining the 

)< 

estimates for direct and indirect costs, North and South, gives an overall 

estimate for the cost of violence arising from the Northern Ireland situation 
over the period from 1969 to 198_5 of IR £1~ .m (stg £1!,064m) in 198/ >~oney 
values. This figure ls not a precise estimate, but a reasonable approximation 

of the total e;onow lc ~nd financial costs of vlolo~ce, !J"'cir'~'° ~~' 
]/- i-, ~ ,<,i,AA/~' ~ ~ J { ~ tt~ ~J) I 
I~~ r~· · 

/JH 

4 
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Nl.canamic and Social Problems 

1. Northern Ireland is a region in the EC where a number of indicators of soclill 

and economic deprivation overlap, giving rise to a number of acute problems. 

On the Community's awn Synthetic Index, NI is second only to Calabr ia in the 

extent of deprivation. 

2. Ni's birth rate ls significantly higher than other UK regions. The rate of 

n_atural increase (births minus deaths) is above th0 level in England by a ratio 

of almost 7 to 1. Families and households are therefore larger than 

elsewhore in the UK, and the labour supply is increasing at a higher rate than 

elsewhere in the UK. [Ta be revised ta give comparisons with other EC 

states]. 

3. Ni's infant mortality rate is am, of the highest in Europe. Thin may be 

associated with such factors as poor housing, law incomes, and 

unemployment, It also has a high rate for congenital abnormalities. The 

take-up of vaccination and immunisation measures is very poor, NI has the 

highest rate within the UK of new accident and emergency out-patients, The 

level of coronary heart disease in one of the highest in the world. 

4. NI has the smallest working population and largest dependant population in 

the UK. It has the highest rate of unemployment in the UK (in December 

1905, 20.9% compared to 13.5% in the UK as a whole). In December 1985 

young people under 25 formed 38% of those unemployed, and 49% of the 

total unemployed had been out of work far over a year. Unemployment is 

worse in the western and southern areas! in December 1985, male 

unemployment wes 49.5% in Strabane, and over .35% in Cookstown, 

Magherafelt, Londonderry end Newry. The lower rate of unemployment in 

Belfast (17.6%) masks high levels in inner city areas and in West Belfast. 

Between 1979 and 1985, the number of employees in employment fell by 

9.9%, while the available labour force increased by almost 27,000 (4%). The 

worst hit areas have been manufacturing and construction, where the decline 

in employees in the period 1979~85 was 32%. 

5. Average weekly male earnings are lower in NI than in GB, particularly for 

manual workers (who earn only 88% of the level of their GB counterparts). 

NI hos a higher proportion (19%) of low-income families than does GB (13%). 

Average weekly houoehold lr1come is 17% lower than the UI< as a whole. 
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• Almost 26% of income in NI is derived frrJm social securiity benefit, 
compared to 15% in the UK. In January 1984, about 40% of holJseho!ds were 
dependent on housing benefit. The proportion of the population dependent on 
Supplementary Benefit is about 8% higher than in GB. Average weekly 
expenditure on food and energy is higher in NI than in the UI<; obout 0% 
higher for food and 18% higher for energy. Average weekly household 
expenditure, when corrected for family standards, is higher than the UK 

p( equivalent. [to be revised]. 

6. Housing standards have improved greatly since the early 1970s, but they 
remain the worst in the UK. Further improvement is made more difficult by 
the constraint on resour~~~ imposed by the iJresent. ~r.nnnmir. r.limAtP.. ThP: 
most recent surveys reveal that 10% of dwellings are unfit, as compared to 
61% in England, and 9% lack at least one amenity (5% in England). 

7. Although NI children obtaln better O and A level results than children in 
England, a higher proportion than in England leave school with no 
qualifications at all (22% in NI, 10% in England). 

8. NI's peripheral position has important effects on Its· economy. Its situation 
has meant that industry has concentrated on the eastern seaboard, adjacent 
to its main markets in GB. This has resulted in a concentration of 
employment and population in the east, and particularly in Belfast, with the 
rest of NI being relatively sparsely populated and much more heavily 
dependent on agriculture. The economy has also been generally affected by 
the cost of importing raw materials, intermediate goods and consumer 
products as well as the cost of reaching beyond the UK market becaune of the 
need to tranship NI products via Great Britain. 

9. Apart from the recently discovered lignite deposits around Lough Neegh and 
in Co Antrim, NI has no indigenous energy sources. A high proportion of the 
electricity generated in Northern Ireland ls produced in oil-fired power 
stations which use imported oil. In an attempt to shield consumers from the 
resulting high cost of power, the Government has pegged electricity prices to 
the highest pertaining in England and Wales. Nevertheless, this still means 
that NI industry suffers a relative disadvantage in competing with firms from 
Great Britain. It also lessens the attractiveness of Nl as a location for 
inwsrd Investment. 
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10. One major industriel problern is that a largt, .nurnber of buoinesses operat0 in 
the "sunset" industries, eg traditional textiles and shipbuilding, where excess 
capacity and market penetration by developing countries have led to severe 
pressure. While the industrial development programme aims to maximise the 
contribution of indigenous business to growth, the general manufacturing basi, 
is not large enough to generate a slgnl fie ant expansion of long-term 
employment. The long-term trend of falling employment in manufacturing 
industry, which began in 1974, seems therefore likely to continue, unloss there / 
is a further major influx of inward investment. 

11. The prlvat0 services sector, which ls largely concerned with mBeting local 
demand, is unlikely to offer any major compensatory increase in Bmployment. 
At the same time, the labour force will continue to grow, with an anticipated 
net increase of more than 5,000 people per year over the next few years. 

12. A higher rate of growth requires, therefore, an inflow of new industrial 
investment. There ls an active programmi, to attract new projects. This is, 
however, proving extremely difficult at present, given the world economic 

I):._ A climate ,l!R intense competition for inward investment and the unfortunate 
image which attaches to NI because of civil unrest. 

13. Agriculture forms a significant share of total employment (about 10%), but 
most of the farms are smell family-owned concerni,, and many depend on 
agricultural income support to maintain their viability. Continuing 
rationalisation in an attempt to deal with this problem may result in job 
losses. Because of the climate and type of land, NI agriculture is 

~ ',> predominantly pasture-based; the majority of the region has been designated ~-9-6:~it as less favoured agricultural areas. It is thi,refore difficult to diversify ~-4 ~1
. agricultural production.,' Inter,sive llveatock production relies heavily on 

~ V imported feedstuffs, and the higher transport costs Involved plus the 
transport costs of exporting their beef animals means that many farmBrs 
experience a relatively lower rate of return than their GB counterparts. 

14. The public sector in NI is a major employer, providing 45% of jobs. Public 
expenditure is equivalent to almost three quarters of Q[)P in NI, compared to 
45 1.!/o in the UK as a whole. Moreover, other businesses, particularly In 
construction, are heavily dependent on the public sector as e cnajor customer, 
Restraints on public expenditure over the past few years, in the context of 
the difficult nattonal economic climate, have therefore had a relatively more 
serious effect on NI than on othBr parts of the UK. 
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naocial and economic problems of the border areas, of Ireland 

Introduction 

I. The five counties (Donegal, Leitrim, Cavar,, Monaghan and Louth) directly 

. adjoining the border with Northern Ireland, comprise 1.5% of the land area of the 

State and contained in 1901 a population of 346,2132 or just aver 10% of that of 

the State. 

2. These aroas and the adjacent border areas of Northern Ireland are among the 

most disadvantaged areas in .the European Community, with acutl! economic and 

social problems, including a low population density and a high dependency ratio, 

an extemely weak urban structure, very low incomes, high unemployment and 

under-employment, outward migration, and ~ high dependence on agriculture in 

an area where topographical, climatic and social conditions are unfavourable. 

the 

of the European CommunitiBs 

difficulties, however, are illustrated below. 

Special 

Regional Development 

and in the 

Economic end Social 

· The principal 

4, It should be noted that one of the five counties - Louth - is ~~ more K 
developed than the remainder of the areas. Data limitations prevent its 

systematic segregation, and this masks the fact that the situation of the other 

four counties is even less favourable than appears from the indicators cited. 

Geography 

5. Most of the border areas of Ireland are geographically distant from the nearest 

markets and all ere distant from the centre of national administration, ln 

addition ta being situated at the extreme Westl!rn periphery of the European 

Community. As ~lsewhere In the Commur1ity, the presence of the frontier has 

made the difficult trading and economic conditions of this location even more 

marginal and difficult, because it deprives them of their trading hinterlands 

1 
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~ ~ i\_/~~ ~ ~~ ~1; ~ 
awi_eA, -~,~ .. 

and puts them at the periphery of two separate edminiotrative units which 

operate independent and sometimes quite different .ag1 i glta: etb 111d i11~1!ia,1 · l 
policie As a consequence of the areas' difficulties, the development of 

infrastructure has beery slowri a? d l ts cost of maintenance high. Four of the five 
...:U JL y •il!5 1_ "8, · 'RJl.9,) 

border countie~ re within he designated areas of :h~ ni~~h:,,e /!~er~ - ~ 
conditions are generally more seV!3re and, furthermore, they.,J are classified as !!i;, 

agriculturally disadvantaged areas · thi ve 
;9zi11,lij1 

ou 
17 

e , · our are , ~ c~ ~ 
' ~ ~ . ~JL ~\. ? t~:fe,c R., ~~ - --;, 

Personal Incomes 

\ 6. 

~ Tl"ie most recent data showi,d that average per capita personal 

income in the Donegal/North West area was 81% of the national average - the 

second lowest of the planning areas in Ireland - while the corresponding figure 

for the border amas as a whole was 88.5%. Leitrim, Donegal and Cavan haVB 

been among the _ counties with the very lowest incomes. Survey data for the 

same period showed that aVC!rage .farm incomes in Donegal, Cavan and 

Monaghan were only 48% of the national average. 

Unemployment 

7. The percentage! of the labour force registered as unemployed in September 1985 

was 22.0% in Donegal/North WC!st planning area (I.27 tlmes the national 

~verage) and 17.,9% in the North East area. The former was the highest and the 

11'l ~er l11t:'t third highest for the planning areas in lrl!land. 

Population 

B. For decades up to 1971, the border areas, with the exception of Co Louth, 

suffered heavy net outward migration at rates considerably in excess of those 

for Ireland as a whole, and even in the decade 1971~81, when there was 

::;lgnlflr.Ant. n,=,t. immiarr1t.inn int.n TrP.]Anrl, r.r1vAn r1nrl I r,it.rim, [uniQIJP.ly] Amnno 

the 26 counties of the State, continued to have net outward migration. 

Reflecting these movements, the population of the border areas declined 

continuously up to 1971, at a rate far greater than the national rate, continuing 

2 
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• even after the national population decline was arrested. 

9. F'rom 1971, a srnall increase in the population of the border areas was 1•ecorded, 
but throe of the counties continued to be characterised by population decline, 
while up to 1981, Leitrim, alone in the State, recorded a further decline, though 
at a much reduced rate. 

~ }-vvt., 10, The population of the border areas represents a density of 0.34 hectare ;'< 69% 
and 20% respectively, of the average far Ireland and for the Community of 
Twelve. The population trends have had serious effects on the age structure 
and dc?pendency ratio. The latter was 76% in 1981, cornpared with ratios of 69% 
Anrl 56% respe~tively for Ireland and ths Community. Thia r!!floato, ill 
µarticular, a hlgh proportion of older people ln the rural areas, partlcularly in 
the D0ne3gal/North West planning area. The high dependency ratio ls a severe 
handicap for an area of low incomes. 

Urban Structure 

11. The bord8r ereas have ~ very weak urban structure. The percentage of the 
population living In town areas in 1981 was only 30%, compared with 55i% for 
the State as a whole, and the il"ldicator far the border areas is significantly 
influenced by that for Louth : if this county were excluded, the urban isation 
level would be only about one-third of the State average, ie about 19%. The 
contrast is even greater when town size is considered. While 43% of the State's 
population live in towns of over 10,000 people, there are only two towns of this 
siie in the border areas, and their combined population amounts to only 15% of 
the total population of these areas. 

Labour Force 

12. The structure of the labour force In the border counties reflects the low level 
of urbanisation and emphasises the very low degree- of development by 
comparison with the average for Ireland, wh ich itself is part icularly low on the 
r.nmm11nity regional scale. All of th0 border counties, excspt Lauth, aro 
heavily dependent on agriculture and have a correspondingly poor industrial 
base : in 1981, 15% of the State's workforce was engaged in agrictJlture, but the 
proportions in Leitrim, Cav11n, Monaghan and Donegal, were J7%, 35%, 28% and 
21% respectively, 
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AAnJiture 

13. Conditions for agriculture ere unfavourable. The frontier follows the drumlin 
belt, a wide band of hilly country, up to 25% of which ls too steep for 
machinery operation. Rair,fall is high and evaporation low and, without 
drainage, there is a very short season in which the land is sufficiently dry for 
use. Summer growing conditions are even less favourable than highland areas of 
continental Europe such as the Masslf Central of France. Wind levels are 
among the highest in the Community, equalled only in the North West of 
Scotland. Soils are rather poor and are slaw-draining. Reflecting the 
handicaps, numbers working in agriculture have fallen by 38% in the last 
decade. 

Employment 

14. The total number at work in the border areas declined over the decade ta 1984 
ta a level some 9,000 (7%) below that of 1975, rising le~s rapidly than In the 
State as -a whale up to 1979 and declining markedly more steeply in the period 
1980-84. 

A similar picture emerges from Industrial Development Authority da elating 
manufacturing industry. The target for manufacturing in IDA Industrial 

Plan, 78-82 was 68,000 first time jabs in the Stat • % of this target was 
e figures for Donegal, North W0st North East region, however, 

case below the national average. 

regions r0lative 

manufacturing e % ln th0 State, the figure was 6.2% 
in the bor regions. Within those regions, 

with more substantial changes in the North t and, particularly, the 
th East region where the recession has taken its toU o 

4 
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• SECTION II: EXISTING DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES . AND ARRANGEMENTS 

FOR FUNDING AND CO-ORDINATION 

A. Northern Ireland 

Introduction 

1. In answer to the s0rioua problems in NI outlined above, the UK Government 

has evolved a range of m0asures designed to tackle the worst aspects of 

regional deprlvatlon. These measures will be described below, but first it is 

appropriate to say something about public expenditure arrang1m1ents in NI 

anrl about the arrange men ts for co ... ardinating and delivering services, since 

these will play a crucial part ln the effectiveness of such measures. 

Public Expenditure 

2, Public expenditure in NI is based on the "block" principle, by which the 

Secretary of State is given a specific block of resources to be allocated in 

accordance with his perception of local needs and priorities. The block 

covers all the expenditure which is within the control of the Secretary of 

State for NI, and embraces the Northern Ireland Office, Northern Ireland 

Departments, Area Boards for Health and Education, District Councils and 

other public bodies such as the Northern Ireland Housing Executive. It 

excludes expenditure incurred in Northern Ireland by departments for which 

other Secretaries of State or Ministers have responsibility (such as the 

Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries & Food, Ministry of Defonce and Lord 

Chancellor's Department), which is included in the relevant Departmental 

J 
programmes. In 1985-86 NI cash spending is planned to exceed £4 billion, out Ji 
of total cash spending in the UK of some £132 billion. 

The flexibility to decide on the expenditure allocations ar1d priorities within 

the NI block has been. regarded as essential by successive NI Secretaries of 

State in enabling them to respond to particular local needs and 

circumstances, which has in turn boen seen as a political necessity given the 

small size of NI mnd the fact that niany services which would in GB be 

provided by local authorities are provided direct by NI government 

Deportments. It means that the NI public expenditure allocation, having been 

adjusted to take account of changes to compareble programmt?s in Great 
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4. 

• Britain, ia available to the Secretary of State to allocate to individual NI 
programmes an the basis of the mast up-to-date assessment of the local 
position. This can entail moving resources contrary to adjustments in 
corrosponding programmes in GB. For example, if industrial support in GB is 
reduced, the Secretary of State is free to leave the NI programme untouched 
• or even to increase it - and make whatever adjustments to other 
programmes are necessary ta live within his total. Clase monitoring of NI 
public expenditure over the past few years haa mBant that cash outturn haa 
been within 1% of the target set. This compares very favourably _ with 
performance in GB. 

The level of Ni's pubiLc e.xpenditure is. determined ~'ely through the Public A'Vt,, tJ;e u · k. . ~ a.. ~. ~~ 
Expenditure syst'emJ It therefore reflects not only the Province's needs but 
the availability of resources in the UK and the needs of other areas of the 

UK. Because of the relatively high needs of NI (arising from its relatively 
depressed economic conditions) Ni's public expenditure is inevitably partly 
financed by revenue generated elsewhere in the United Kingdom. The largest 
component of the non-local funding is the grant-in-aid paid by the NIO to 
bridge the gap-between the NI Consolidated Fund's current expenditure and 
it; currant rev~nu•. The extant to which l'JI public oxpondituro io oupportod 

by revenuo raised in GB ls commonly referred to as the "subvention" to NI. In 
1985/86 this was estiri'lated to be of the order of £l,S73m, and formed around 
25% of Ni's GDP. These resources allow NI programmes to maintain a higher 
level of expenditure than they would if based solely on Ni's own resources, 
and without them NI would experience a sharp decline in its standard of 

Ii ving. 

5. Withi1, the various PE programmea In NI, three in particular have been 
accorded special priority: law and order, the development of viable Industry 
and housing. This does not mean that these three areas are protected from 
any economies which may have to ba made as a result of the pressure of 
other demands on the NI Block, but does mean that ·they will receive 
preferential treatment in resource allocation and adjustment. 

Co-ordination of services 

6. Ca-ordination of services in NI is made simpler by the fact that all major 
functions are carried out by NI Departments or bodies sponsored by them; 
there exists, therefore, a central cohesive framework for the delivery of 
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- service, which does not exist in GS. Major policy options, once decided upon 

by Minioters, are quickly communicated to the relevant sector, and feedback 

is, perhaps, more easily obtained than in GB (the compact size of NI further 

assists this process). A number of systerns have been instituted ta ensure 

continued progress here: the general planning framework, which allowo for a 

high degree of public lnvolvem~nt in major planning decisions; the Bel fast 

Co~ardinating Committee, formed to consider how existing otrategies could 

best bo combined in an Integrated Operation for Bel fast; and the network of 

D~volopment Officers (now combined with the planning network), to provide 

a co-ordinated approach to dovelopment in the major regional cities and 

towns. 

7. In conducting its strategies Government is aware of the need to ensure 

efficiency and value for money in its spending programmes. A major drive, 

the Financial Management Initiative, has been launched over the past few 

years to impress upon the public sector the importance of shepherding the 

available resources to reduce waste end promote effectiveness through 

clarifying objectives, setting specific targets, and measuring performance, 

Achievements are reviewed by periodic scrutinies of selected areas of 

expendlture. 

The major agencies in the field of economic development have published 

statements of strategy in line with this lnltiative. For example, the 

Industrial Development Board published - in May 1985 w a strategy for the 

years 1985 to 1990, under the title ''Encouraging Enterprise", while Northern 

Ireland's prime small business agency, the Local Enterprise Development 

Unit, is shortly to publish its Corporate Plan showing a detailed strategy for 

the period 1986-87 to 1988-89, 

Job creation and maintenance 

B. Another main plank ln Government strategy Is the Btrltngthening of, local 

industry by means of promoting increased productivity and competitiveness, 

more imaginative marketing, and investment ln mare modern plant. 

Industry's energy and transport costs remain high although elC3ctricity tariff 

costs have, as previously noted, been pegged, and the transport problems due 

to NI's peripheral location have been tackled by improving terminal facilities. 

A wide range of Incentives is offered to en~ourage the consolidation, 

dev0lopment and expansion of industrial firms: th!!se include 20% standard 
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flcapi-tal. grants, selective financial assistance, R&D assistance, factory 
provision, and general marketing support.· All manufacturing establishments 
are exempted from payment of rates. These measures have been strengthened 
by the creation of Enterprise Zones, wherl! special benefits are available to 
both manufacturing and service industries. A F"reeport has been designated 
at Belfast International Airport. As mentioned earlier, it io felt that new 
industrial investment would play a crucial role in developing the · 1ocal 
economy, and emphasis has been placed on those sectors which promise long~ 
term growth. Responsibility for promoting inward investment falls to tha 
Industrial Development Board for NI. Sectors such as Information 
technology, advanced manuf ac tur ing technology, bi o-medlcal technology and 
food processing, have alrnady been targetted for priority attention. 

9. However, high priority is also given to devel~plng fully the existing industrial 
base of Northe·rn Ireland, whether owned locally or by companies based in 
Great Britain and overseas. The Industrial Development Board has set out its 
sectoral priorities for home-baaed industry employing more than 50 in its 
medium-term strategy document. The Local Enterprise Development Unit -
Northern Ireland's Small Business Agency - deals with firms employing 50 or 
fower people and will shortly be publishing its Corporate Plan for the period 
to 1989-90. 

10. Three industries dependent on local natural resources are being specially 
encouraged: the fishing fleet Is b0ing modernised (with beneficial results for 
local fish-processing industries), forestries am being extended (thus providing 
more work for sawmills and other wood-using industries), and the tourist 
potential of Nl is being promoted by a number of tourist amenity projects and 
assistance towards the development of tourist accommodation. Tourism may 
provide important employment opportuniti~s and these will be particul~rly 
valuable in the west of the Province, whcm!l the dispersed population and 
relative rnmoteness from major markets makes the attraction of inward 
investment particularly difficult. However, tourism does have to contend 
with the unfavourable image of NI, which may dlssuadB potential visitors. 

11. Allied to the industrial strategy is one designed to conserve and enhance th0 
local environment and infrastructure. Transport facilities, particularly et 
ports and Belfast's International Airport, have been upgraded, with major 
investment planned for the railways, coupled with a continuing programme of 
road development, where the most significant recent project hes been the 
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"f r"'·oyle Bridge in Londondorry. It is planned oyer the next few years to updat<3 

the NI telecommunlcatlor,s systern in order. to provide modern facilities for 

business communications. A number of schemes to improve water and 

sewerage services are planned, along wlth a renewal of drainage culverts in 

Bel fast and other urban areas. 

12. Government strategy also includes measures to improve educational, social, 

and health faclllties, particularly in the inner city areas of Belfast, where 

major efforts are also being made to deal with the inherited backlog of sub

standard housing. Housing unfitness has been reduced from 14% to 10% in 

the past 5 years. Modern, attractive sports and community centres have been 

built in areas of high unemployment and in areas with tourist potential. 

13. Government has actively sought . out opportunities for cross-border co

operation with the ROI, a follow EC state. Recent areas of investigation 

have been communications in the Londonderry/Donegal area, tourism and 

drainage ln the Lough Erne basin, and traffic needs in the Newry /Dundalk 

area. 

B. Ireland 

Public Oeveloement Exeenditure 

14. The planned investment of central government, loc3l authorities and semi

state bodies is co-ordinated in the annual published Public Capital 

Programme. Expenditure under the programme is financBd from both 

Exchequer and non-Exchequer sources. The non-Exchequer element ls funded 

mainly through the own resources and borrowings of semi-state bodies. 

Exchequer-funded capital expenditure is either subject to annual approval by 

Parliament or authorised und.er aggregate capital spending limits which are 

subject to review every 3-4 years, and is undertaken by bodies such as local 

authorities and the state trading corporations, 

15. Capital or development expenditure is categorised under the following thrcio 

main classifications: 

(i) Sectoral economic investment - this covers investment In the productive 

sectors of the economy ie industry, agriculture, tourism, fisher ies and 

forestry. Within this category resources are conc"ntrated on industrial 
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1*"' invostrnent by the State's industrial promotion and industrial lending 
agencies, ie Industrial Development Authority, Shannon F'ree Airport 
Development Company Ltd, Udaras na Gaeltachta (the industrial 
promotion agency for Irish-speaking areas), end ICC plc, the State's 
industrial investment bank. 

(ii) Productive infrastructure - this relates to investment in the supportive 
infrastructural network needed by the productive sectors of the economy. 
Included here are investments in roads, sanitary services, transport, 
energy and communications. This investment is carried out by 
Government Departments, end by State bodies and local authorities under 
their aegis. 

(iii) Social lnfrastr1.1cture - this provides for investment in housing schemes, 
hospital devalopment and Government construction. This investment is 
carried out by Government Departments and local authorities along with 
hospital boards, health boards and other health agencies. 

Administrative and co-ordination arran__gements for the promotion of development 
and erovision of services at regional and local level in ~r -~ J-i.t~ , 

16. ca au or1 1 <"' 

JIU~~~~ the promotion of deveio/~nt nd ]he provision of services is 
organise at national lavel~ . e national agencies concerned 

(Government departments and semi~state bodies) operate a variety of levels 
of decentralisation in keeping with the requirements of their respective 
functions. 

17, The Regional Development Organisations provide a forum for consultation 
and co-ordination among the agencies at regional level, pl'oviding a feedback 
to the national level decision-makers and fecilitatirig the co-ordinat ion of 
their respective programmes. They do not, however, have any executive 
functions. 

18, The border counties are covered by three RDOs, viz Donegal RDO, 
Sligo/Leitrim ROO and North-East RDO (Cavan, Monaghan and Louth). 

19. The membership of the RD Os Includes tl1e local authorities and ( witl'I some 
variation from region to region) ·· the following development or service 
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r-e agencies: 

Industrial Development Authority 

Bord Feilte (national tourism board) 

regional tourism organisations 

Electricity Supply Board 

Caras Iompair Eireann (national transport operation) 

Bard Geis Eireann (national gas board) 

The Harbour Authorities 

Udaras ns Gaeltachta (development authority for Irish-speaking areas) 

Departments of Agriculture and F'lsheries and F'orestry 

County Vocational Education Committee 

County Development Team 

Health Board 

National Manpower Service 

20. It should also be noted that at national level, because of the relatively small 

scale of the country and of the administration, there is generally a thorough 

familiarity- with needs as identified et local level. The relatively centrallsed 

public financing system also generally leads to a co-ordination of activity 

matching that which takes place at local level. 

/JH 
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5@.ION Ill: PREVIOUS AND EXISTING EC AID 

A. Northern Ireland 

Introductlon 

1. N~ has benefitted over the years from EC recognition of its status as one of 
the neediest areas in Europe. This has resulted in its being granted priority 
status as regards EC assistance. 

European Social Fund 

2. Northern Ireland's major vocatlonal training, retraining, job creation and 
resettlement initiatlves, for both adults and young people, have been assisted 
by the ESF. Between 1973 and 1984 a total of £282 million was allocated 
from the ESF to schemes in Northern Ireland In 1985 the allocation was £45 
million (about 4% of the total fund allocatlons), and in 1986 applications from 
Northern Ireland total almost £60 million. 

European Regional Development Fund 

3. The ERDF' recognises Northern Ireland as a specially disadvantaged region 
and has, to date, allocated some £200 million for infrastructure and industrial 
investments in the Province, The Department of Economic Development has 
overall responsibility for co-ordinating applications from Northern Ireland for 
ERDF aid, The Department maintains close and regular contact with the 
organisations responsible for industrial investment in NI and for the provision 
of Infrastructure and tourist facilities. It has aimed, in general, to submit 
ERDF applications sufficient to absorb about 15% of the total ERDF aid 
allocated to the UK in any one year. In recent years there has bean a 
decrease in the number of eligible industrial and infrastructure projects with 
a consequent decrease in the NI share from the ERDF. In 1984 NI took 6% of 
the UK total and in 1985 there has beer, a small incr<!ase to some 8% of the 
UK total, 

4. Northern Ireland hos also benefltted from several of the ERDF Special 
Measures, including the Border Areas Measures and Measures to help in the 
Shipbuilding and Textiles areas. 
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Allocations 

5. Allocations (,Ern) from tho two main structural funds over the past six years 
have been as followst 

1980 

ESF 25.6 

ERDF' 19.22 

1981 

30,00 

27,92 

1982 

48.39 

23.44 

1983 1984 1985 

sJ.59 so.01 45,5 

21.90 20.06 23.19 

European Agricultural Guarantee and Guidance Fund 

6. The Community's Common Agricultural Policy has, as might be expected, an 
exceptionally important role to play in such a rural area as N Ireland. Apart 
from the ~1 · receipts disbursed from the Guarantee section of the 
F'und, the Province has also benefitted largely from various measures 
operating under the Guidance section. Prominent among these is the 
Agriculture Development Programme which is making a significant 
contribution to the more remote areas of N Ireland, safeguarding the 
structure of fat'11'1i1 ·1y t111c.J Lile rural economy In Less F'avoured Ares. The rural 
community has also been sustained by thi, schemes of assistance under the 
Farm Structure Directives and certain regulations providing grant for 
development of agricultural processing and for fishing sectors. 

Urban Renewal Regulation (URR) 

7. Perhaps the most radical (and certainly the most specific) of all the forms of 
EC assistance to N Ireland is that received under the URR. This unique 
measure was the outcome of particular Community concern for the welfare 
of the Province. It wsa designed to comb3t 6elf3st'B cooio ·cmonomio malaioo 
by augrnentin~ ~~ natio11al resources already directed to that end with 
assistance ~ such infrastructure categories as roads, social welfare 

' ' ' 
and health facilities, environmental improvements etc. The slgnlflcant 
impact of the 100 mBcu of special assistance on Belfast's problems is 
generally acknowledged. 

6. The Cnmm11nit.y hAl'I "!ways shown itself willing to help l\lortheri, Ireland in 
,innovatory ways and beyond t~e existing structural funds. Integrated 

• 
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- Operations, designed to maximise the impact of Community assistance by . . 
careful co-ardinatlon of projects, has been a good example of this approach. 
Northern Ireland will continue to collaborate with the Commission on the 
development of integr:ited operations. A second integrated operations 
document has been lodged with the Commission, 

European Investment Bank (EIB) 

9. EIB loans are dt,signed to assist in Industrial, anergy and infrastructure 
investment. Since 1973 37 loans, totalling some £178m, have been extended 
to Northern Ireland reoipientc. Tho majority of those loans have been applied 
to developments in the manufacturing and electricity industries; the 
relatively low uptake of loans for Infrastructure services being due to the 
fact that in N Ireland mast of these services ar0 provided by central 
gavern11,ent ratht,r than by local agencies whose capital expenditure Is funded 
by borrowing. Nevertheless, Northern Ireland continues to avail itself of this 
valuable Community facility whenever clrcumatances permit, 

B. IRELAND 

Introduction 

10. As one of the less prosperous member States, Ireland has benefitted 
considarably from tranBfera from tho Structural F'unda. 

The border areas 

11. Because of the factors outlined in the previous section of this document 
however, the border counties of Donegal, Leitrim, Cavan, Monaghan and 
Lauth as well as a~jacent areas have not been in a position to benefit ta the 
same extent as other parts of Irnland. The particularly disadvantaged 
position of the border counties has bec,n given concrete recognition by the 
Comrnission in a number of speci fie measures In recent years. A signi fie ant 
proportion of the border area is clasoified as less-favoured under the heading 
of Article 3(4) of Directive 75/268. 

Drainage programme 

12. On 6 February 1979, the Council of Ministers adapted Directive 79/197 on a 
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,-
Programme to Promote Drainage in Catchment Areas including Land on Both }y'if"Vh 

~"~~ Sides of the Border between Ireland and Northern Ireland. This involved ,;, ~-It 
expenditure by the Community of I6m ECU. Four of the border counties, ~ 

Donegal, Leitrim, Cavan and Monaghan, were also included in the area 

covered by Directive 78/GZB or, a drair,age scheme for the West of Ireland, 

. which provides funds of 26m ECU from the EAGGF' for work on arterial 

drainage and field drainage. / '/J/ l}'J - {IA< ~ • 

Special border areas programme 

" 

13. In June 1981 approval was given by the Council for a programme under the 

ERDF for the improvement of economic and social conditions in the border 

areas of Ireland and Northern Ireland (Reg.EEC/2619/80). A programme 

implementing the scheme was approved by thB Commission with a total ---...,L. __ 
budgetary allocation of 24m ECU spread over a five year period. rJ;..~lf'H!ll!!-r 

the expenditure in Ireland under this programme has been generall targetted 

on a number of small schemes, in particular the provision of individual grants 

to extend and upgrade tourist accommodation, and to carry out minor 

improvements to the local physical environment. "+wo of the more significant 

projects in this area were the development of Glenveagh 

Visi tw; 's CentJ ~ Bf'le the Clebe Art Gallery slgae b~ ~ 6l>J c,.4., 

~ l '-U~kUAv f~' fa,?vk -------
14. In 1985 the Special Border Areas Programme which was funded out of the 

on ... Quota Section (NQS) of the European Regional Development Fund 

·~ ~QV(,(.A , The current measure 

~-~~ provides a total sum of 48m ECU in Community aid, 32m ECU of this to be 

(~ , ~JU"l used in the Republic mainly to assist in the extension of the natural gas 

d' · pipeline to the border areas. This measure is designed in particular to 

~-. h~ ti e~~~~ c de
1

~tlopment base of the areas by assisting Small 

~~gs (SMy;s) to adapt their production potent ial and by the 

provision of a natural gas supply to viable centres on the oouthern side of tlie 

border. 

Cross-border studies 

15. In addition, under EEC auspices a number of studies designed to promote th0 

economic development of border areas has been undertaken. In each 

• 
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r 

instance, the terms of reference were agreed between the Irish and UK 
Governments and the European Commission. A study which focussed on the 
needs of the area covered by Derry City Council, and its natural hinterland 
an both sides of the border, was finalised in 1977, and a similar study which 
identified development priorities for the Erne catchment area was cornpieted 
in 1980, The Mourne Herring F'ishery report was also completed in 1980, -ffhe-

_ two Gov~ be11e &ls~ ft:mdes a stl,jdy of tbe tourieFR potentiel of the 
t>Jewry/Dundalk region] 

16, At present, a cross-border study to prepare a development plan for the Lough 
Melvin catchment ar!!a, one of the lass developed areas of Ireland, which 
traverses the border counties Leitrim and Fermanagh, Is underway. The need 
for such a study was highlighted In the Erne Catchment Area Study, An 
Interim report has been sent to the Commission. 

17. In February 1984, the ~ Economic end Social Committee presented to both 
Governments a report on tha Irish border area which made detalled 

-
recommendations drawing an the studies which had been completed to date. 
It described the Irish border area aa being among the least economically and 
socially developed in Europe, and as bearing the additional disadvantage of 
being cut In half by a frontier that hampers norrnal economic development. 
The main recommendations of the report concerned the improvement of the 
Newry/Dundalk road, the provision of a natural gas supply, the restoration of 
the Ballinamor~/Ballyconnell Canal, drainage of the Erne, a cross .. barder 
industrial zone, the Blackwater Cross-Border Drainage Scheme. Although 

some of the recommendations have been acted upon, the li~~~ a_f .. 
financial resources prBvents the GovernmentJ from comniitting -it:esif to 
impleri,enting all of them. 

[In 1983 the Foyle/Donoga,l/Strabane group submitted a proposal to the 
n Integrated operations feasibility study 'of the North West 

vernments are agreed on the terms of reference 
for the study which agreement is a requisite for Commission support, the 
Fayle/Donegal/Strabane group have not ye 
terms, 

~I 
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group favour a feasibility study of integrated 

operations in the area. The tlonal governments envisage a cross~border 

study of the potential far economic lopment and the scope for promotion 

of employment in the area.)] 
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sef TION IV : NE!!D F"OR A SPECIAL COMMUNITY MEASURE 

Introduction 

1. The prC?ceding sections have outlined the political, social and economic 
problems which are being tackled by the United Kingdom and Irish 
Governments. The scale of the efforts being made by the two Governments has 
been indicated and thair arrangements for dotermining priorities and co
ordinating action have been outlined. The contribution which the Community 
has already made has been described. 

2. As indicated, Community assistanc0 until now hes been largely channelled 
through the Structural Funds, These funds are designed ta capt! with structural 
edJustmcmt problems which are common to other Member States. They are, 
therefore, geared to dealing with problems arising in a normal political context. 
Their eligibility criteria and resource levels are not designed, and cannot he 
expected, ~to ,,,cope a~equatel~ wittl . the additional grave problems which have 

IA- L ~' . np-wn, ~ > ~ 
arisen as a result of the sort of political violence and the serious co!Tlmunal 
dlvlsions experienced In NI. 

· 3. It is the combination of long-standing and severe social and economic problems 
with deep-rooted political and communal differences which creates a unique 
situation in the Community and calls for a special effort by the ~on. 

4. Both the UK and Irish Governments have devoted, and will continue to devote, 
considerable resources to tackling all these problems. However, much remains 

1 
J ~ to be done and that is why the two Governments have, ln the :,~ xt of the 
~ ' -· Anglo-Irish Agreement, ta seek international support for t · s. 

J"4 . • - • . -'-'--- ~ 
r 

5. important and unique role for the European 
Community in this work. The most effective way of achieving this would be by 
way of a spacial and exceptional Community measure. 

6. The overall objective of this special measure would be ta take advantage of the 
UtJtJu,·Lu11lly ru,· )Jl,n:tci:, tmcJ stablllty offered by the Anglo-Irish Ag1·11~1mrnL 111 

order to carry through an exceptional effort of social and economic 
reconstruction and development. 

l 
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a. 

9. 

The range and application of supportive action of a specific operation unuer this 
measure would vary in response to differing local canditiono and priorities. 
Having regard ta other special Community measures designed to tackle 
exceptional circumstances within the Community, the measure should include 
operations directed to; 

strengthening the productive sectors including the development of 
indigenous potential and the creation of new jobs; 

reducing deficiencies In infrastructure, some portion of which may fall 
outsidB the scope of the existing Community instruments; 

reducing the communal divisions and social deprivation arising from 
deficiencies in housing, health and education conditions; 

promoting understanding and reconciliation; 
• "~"'~ maximising the potential for cross-border ~ 

13 ri" k1/t, T~e
1 

m~asure would, therefore, support both social_ and economic change. Wft.He 
(u/,rvyi,v~ 
, l"eeegniaing the crucial importance of short-term action to strengthen the 

~ 

economie~ Northerp Ireland and the border ~ounti~s of Ir~ land, he t,wo 
~@ V B 1 ~ • ~G-, -vn. ·lit£ ~ f/~"""7~ tL. Governments stress the importance of social reconstructio ')tl ng-term r,., if/' ,, economic recovery depends upon the promotion of reconciliation and a greater 

sense of community, the creation of social stability and the reduction of 
communal tensions. 

As ir,dlcated earlier, it is envisaged that the range and application of supportive 
action would vary according to di fferlng local conditions and priorities. In 
Northern Ireland, the emphasis would be on tackling the direct consequences of 
the years of violence - through the creation of jabs; the development of 
enterprise and skills; repairing tt,e damage to propiuty; overcoming the 
inadequacies in housing, education and h<Jalth services; urban renewal; providing 
facilities and supporting activities to bring the two communities together; 
generally, tackling energetically social reconstruction in areas of multi
deprivation through development and improvement of physical, soc ial ~md 

2 
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• 
10. 

oomrnunity rasources. 

~~~ 
In the border counties of Ireland, the problems are mora those! of ~aPginal 

~ .,.-A~ t'Vh?t, 
agricultural economy, with an ~ef:deyatoped infrostructure.,o difficultios 
exacC!rbated by their peripheral situation and by the existence of the frontier 
which, for long, hampered the rational development of indigenous potential in 
such areas as agriculture, forestry and tourism. The conflict and violence in Nl 
have added to these disadvantages by severely setting back and inhibiting the 
exploitation of tourism potential and discouraging inward investment in industry 
and other off-farm sectors of employment. 

11. Both Governments wish to maximise the potential for cross-border co-operation 
in all possible fields 

12. The UK and Irish Governments therofore request that the Commission give 
favourable consideration to a special multi-annual measure involving a 
Community contribution on a scale in keeping with the gravity of the problem. 

13. The Community contribution should Involve . special additional resources. 
Allocations from the existing Community resourc0s would continue to operate 
in the normal way. Given the seriousness of the situation rates of assistance of 
up to 70% should apply for projects to be assisted by a special measure. 

14. The two Governments would take appropriate steps to ensure that there is 
effective co-ordination and appropriate integration betwBen actions being 
funded under existing public expenditure provision and supported by the 
Commur,ity Special Measur0 and the International Fund. 

[15. Ann!!X I summarises the principal characteristics of a possible measure and 
Annex II illustrates areas of expenditure which might be assisted]. 

/JH 

J 
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S~lON V ; CONCLUSION 

1. The UK and Irish Governmento seek, therefore, the Commission's agreement to 

provide a degree of financial and economic underpinning towards peaca and 

stability es represented by the Anglo-Irish Agnem!!nt. 

2. That Agreement seeks to_ overcome an age-old problem involving two Member 

States of the Community • . Pfograu in ta'1kling tbat problem wil~ provide~ m 

basis for Ion -term ec~_ c_r_ec.a:v-ep.y-i-rr-f"ilarthern Ir~lan and thoae parts of 

lfe-l-a~~!Ct.e~¥,-ti:Ui--eoo.lll.C.t..ln.J~thelt:O..l~~-

/JH 

! j,. 
/ 
~ provides a unique opportunity for the Community to support in 

a concrete fashion, one of the primary objectives of its founding fathers as set 

out in the Preamble to the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steer 

Community: 

"to substitute for age-old rivalries the merging of their essential 

interests; to create, by t!stablishlng an economic community, the basis for 

brnaJ1:H· a11J J1:11:1p1:1r ~ur11111u11ily A1r1011g · peoples long divided by bloody 

conflicts ••••• ". 
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